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Truth Endureth And Friendship Is Irreversible! 
 

I set out to pen these lines when the globe was hoisted by the magnification of 
women universally, during the month of March 2009 – so called “Universal Women 
Month “.I lifted my head gracefully in acquiescence and chronicled thoughts and ideas 
of – (you)-a woman with, and of the indigenous perspectives – a woman among women 
– a woman who understands the core and nature of fostering the common good by 
living and fashioning your philosophy through your independence, self-confidence and 
self-sacrifice, which was forged through your early years as a “girl guide” where you 
nurtured self-identity, wholeness, chivalry, organizational acumen, universality and 
nobility. 

Your deserving unique mode of dress is par excellence and I must commend 
your uprightness and fortitude. A matriarch to the heart! More so, how you tolerate and 
manage pain demonstrates the resilience of the human spirit of the mind – Controlling 
anger with silence. 

You are truly an emancipated woman, who understands collaboration and 
interaction, and how to resist relegation of any kind – you have defined your “Being” 
by refusing to conform to models – through eloquence, care, respect, love, and 
benevolence – you have continued to embrace co-workers, friends, siblings, family, 
associates and foes with enlightenment – promoting voluntarism, peace, justice, 
courtesy and human rights, while re-affirming your pledge to the “common good”. 

I would be remiss if I did not mention your flawless culinary skills – pigeon peas 
and rice, ital, pepper pot, black pudding. Ah!  Pastries – patties, tarts, black cake – with 
or without icing – immaculate finesse – making one salivate – Wow!  That keeps a party 
going while stimulating the taste buds and then your carrot cake and that unique cherry 
cake – you get my drift! “Laugh” – while I am attesting to your selective ingredient 
carrot cake! 

How Innovative! 

My trusted friend – your commitment, kindness and outreach would never be 
forgotten by the “me” – it would always be within my scope, because the way forward 
needs individuals like you – uncompromisingly- “a jewel on this planet” Aubria 
Veronica Waters – your humanitarianism is well documented. 

Thanks 

Happy Birthday! 

TRUTH ENDURETH AND FRIENDSHIP IS IRREVERSIBLE! 

© Arnold Bathersfield 3/30/2009 
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                                                Addendum! 

The above tribute was done on 3/30/2009 and is reflective of her “Being” as 
the “I” conceived and it will resonate within the “I”. She was an ardent 
contributor and supporter of Evergreen Productions, Cimbux, Jay Bee 
Medical Services International and other organizations. I am extending 
condolence to her son Roderick, sister Gwendolyn and other immediate 
and extended family members, friends and co-workers.  Continue to be 
“upful” and transformative. She was! 

Aubria Veronica Anthony Waters deceased Monday July 12, 2021. Peace be 
unto her! 
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